
Node 
Description 

Message 
Fields 

Service 
Parameters 

Return 

LibScout 
Library functions 
an interface with 

User program. 
Encapsulates 

user program for 
ROS messages. 

Publishes to 
 
Subscribes to 

Queries 
 
Answers 

Motors 
Controls motor 

speeds 
(user friendly, 
PID, high level 

nodes?) 

Sonar 
Controls stepper, 
reads sonar data 

CliffSensors 
Read cliff 

sensor data 

Headlights 
Controls 

headlights 

Power 
Monitors 

power systems 

Accessory 
Communicates 
with accessory 

BOM 
Sends and reads 

BOM data 

Encoders 
Reads encoder 

data. 

IMU 
Reads 

accelerometer and 
gyroscope data. 

Analog 
Reads analog data 

AVR 
Connection 

to AVR. 

Wireless (zigbee) 
Manages wireless 
communications. 

SetMotors QueryMotors 

SendData 

ReceivedData 

QueryCliff 

SendToAVR 

CliffStatusC
hanged 

SetHeadlights 

AVRBOMdata 
AccessoryData 

AVRAccessoryData 

QuerySonar 

QueryPower 

PowerStateChanged 

AVRPowerData 

Buttons 
Reads 

buttons 

AVRGyroData 

QueryPose 

QueryButtons 

PoseData 

WLConfig 

ButtonEvent 

EncoderState 

QueryEncoder 

AnalogData 
QueryAnalog 

USB/Serial 
Ports 

IO over USB 
(serial) 

SendSerialdata 

ReceiveSerialdata 

Timer 
Runs timers 
(Unlimited, 

named) 
CreateReset

Timer 

TimerAlert 
QueryTimer 



Explanation 

Don’t try to understand it if you haven’t read the ROS tutorial/documentation on Nodes, Topics, Messages, and Services.  This is a first 
draft of what the ROS node organization will look like. Besides extra nodes that the user can create, some nodes may be missing, and 
some may be superfluous. I may have forgotten a message or service that may be useful, or have some that are probably unnecessary. 
And maybe I’m really crazy and the entire structure is wrong.  But if that isn’t the case, here is how I think this will all work. Also, all the 
messages and services don’t have the fields they will contain yet.  I wanted to create the overall map before starting to think exactly 
what will be in each message. If you’re unsure what a message or service is supposed to be for, ask and I’ll try to reason out its 
existence.  

 

The LibScout node is the main node, in the sense that its talking to most of the other nodes. The user (behavior programmer) will mainly 
be interfacing with the other nodes through wrapper functions in the library, and thus hopefully won’t have to worry too much about 
ROS messages and services (unless they want to). I broke up all the IO devices into separate nodes for two reasons. One is the ability to 
have nodes talk to each other, and for some nodes (like CliffSensors and Motors) this is important without the user checking constantly. 
The second reason is that nodes run in parallel with each other, so while the user program is running, the Wireless node can be sending 
and receiving packets and the Encoder node can be filtering readings, all without the user worrying about these happening. Whenever 
something is talking through the AVR, that process can be handled with the AVR node, and others don’t have to deal with it. 

 

Whenever the user want data from a sensor, they will have two ways of getting it (under my current scheme). First is they can call a 
query function, which looks exactly like the functions used in Colony 3. This function will use the service for that sensor to get the data. 
Alternatively,  they can write a function that will constantly receive sensor data, and can process it however they like (such as might be 
useful for line following). This frees up their program from having to constantly poll the sensors, and their program will naturally get the 
data as fast as the sensors can provide it.  

 

Please comment and criticize on this. It is a step to getting ROS working on Scout. Once this is decided on (even partially), I’ll start 
writing templates for the nodes, messages, and services, so everyone can help me write them). 


